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The editors may change content as needed. 

u��BLAST OFF TO THE MOON
The exciting story of the 1969 moon
landing, seen through the eyes of one
young girl

u��HELLO?
An Italian immigrant named Antonio Meucci
was the real inventor of the telephone. So
how come you’ve never heard of him?

u��DARING TO DREAM
The inspiring true story of the first women’s
basketball team, which played during the
height of the Great Depression

PLAYS

PAIRED TEXTS

u�CRASH!
The history of cars and how they’ve become
safer over time, paired with an informational
text on the self-driving cars of the future

u��THE WORLD BENEATH YOUR FEET
A deep dive into the fascinating world
of fungi, paired with a Q&A with a kid
mycologist

u�HEROES ON WHEELS
The incredible true story about soldiers in
1890 who cycled 1,900 miles to show bikes
were as good as horses, paired with a Q&A
with a cyclist who recently retraced the trip

u��DAY OF DOOM
A gripping narrative that will transport
students back to the time of dinosaurs—and
the day a giant asteroid hit Earth, spelling
their doom

u��MIRACLE ON THE HUDSON
How a heroic captain crash-landed his plane
onto the Hudson River, saving everyone
on board

u��FOREVER FRIENDS
The heartwarming true story of a hippo and a
giant tortoise who became best friends

NARRATIVE NONFICTION

u��Our relatable and engaging short stories
are written by KIDS’ FAVORITE AND
ACCLAIMED AUTHORS.

u��Our fiction stories and their resources are
perfect for developing social and life skills,
and for teaching all fiction elements.

FICTION

DON’T MISS our amazing 
debates, grammar features,  
and vocabulary activities!

PLUS, check out our popular Google 
Slides lessons that combine stories, 
videos, audio, and interactive activities. 


